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The relatively short ranges of external forcing variability within the CE represent a challenge in as much as the
consistency between simulations and reconstructions can be affected by the large uncertainties in their respective
responses to the external forcings. One of the core questions within this work relates therefore the extent to which
a straight response to the external forcing can be identified during the period under study and whether this signal
is common to simulated and reconstructed temperature.
This study is based on an exhaustive compilation, analysis and intercomparison of the available hemispherical and global temperature reconstructions as well as a complete ensemble of simulations including both
PMIP3/CMIP5 and non-PMIP3 model experiments. In addition, the various external forcing configurations
applied to the models are characterized and a Total External Forcing, including all the individual forcing
contributors, is developed for each experiment.
Based on the linear relationship found at multidecadal and longer timescales during the last millennium
between the temperature and the total external forcing, a quantitative metric of the ratio of response, the
so-called Last Millennium Transient Climate Response (LMTCR), is obtained and compared for simulations and
reconstructions. Within the LMTCR context, a significant quantitative consistency between the simulations and
reconstructions is addressed.
This work also offers a discussion about the impact that a range of generally accepted methodological approaches might have on the reconstructed ensemble uncertainties and their influences on model-data comparison
exercises. A segregation among the various existing spatial targets within the NH, based on the different level of
temperatura variability observed in the series, suggests a lower level of model-data consistency during the MCA
than previously reported.

